We study the impact of anomalous gauge boson and fermion couplings on the production of W + W − pairs at the LHC. Helicity amplitudes are presented separately to demonstrate the sources of new physics contributions and the impact of QCD and electroweak corrections. The QCD corrections have important effects on the fits to anomalous couplings, in particular when one W boson is longitudinally polarized and the other is transversely polarized. In effective field theory language, we demonstrate that the dimension-6 approximation to constraining new physics effects in W + W − pair production fails at p
I. INTRODUCTION
The SU (2)×U (1) structure of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model completely determines the W + W − V interactions (V = γ, Z). The amplitudes for the production of W + W − pairs involve subtle cancellations between contributions that grow with energy, and individual Feynman diagrams violate perturbative unitarity [1] [2] [3] . In models with new high scale physics, the form of these interactions can be changed, potentially spoiling the cancellations that impose unitarity conservation, and so the pair production of gauge bosons can be extremely sensitive to new physics interactions, providing a stringent test of the Standard Model (SM). Precision constraints on anomalous 3−gauge boson couplings have been found from e + e − → W + W − measurements at LEP-II [4] , and even stronger constraints have been derived at the LHC from W + W − production [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The experimental analyses [10, 11] , however, assume that all the new physics is in the 3−gauge boson couplings. In principle, both the fermion couplings to Z bosons and W bosons could be altered, changing the results of the fits to new physics contributions [5, 7, 9] . Although the Z−fermion couplings are highly constrained by LEP data, they can still have numerically significant effects on the fit to W + W − pair production.
A consistent theoretical analysis requires the use of effective Lagrangian techniques.
The new physics is parameterized as an operator expansion in inverse powers of the high scale, Λ, where the new physics is assumed to occur,
where O (n) i has mass dimension-n and L SM contains the complete SM Lagrangian. Neglecting flavor, there are 59 possible operators at dimension-6 [12, 13] , but only a small subset contribute to W + W − production. The goal of this work is to consistently extract limits on potential new physics effects in pair production of W + W − at the LHC, including modifications to both three-gauge-boson vertices and fermion−gauge-boson vertices. We first review the effects of non-SM interactions in the various helicity channels, since the W + W − helicity amplitudes have differing behaviors at high energy, which may facilitate the extraction of anomalous couplings [1-3, 14, 15] .
The effects of new physics contributions to gauge boson pair production can be expected to be of the same order of magnitude as QCD and electroweak (EW) corrections, and so these contributions must be included when extracting limits on new physics. The SM QCD corrections to W + W − pair production are known to NNLO [16, 17] , including the effects of a jet veto [18, 19] . The EW corrections are typically small [20] [21] [22] , and the combined QCD/EW corrections including leptonic W decays have been implemented [23] [24] [25] . We perform an analysis including QCD [26] and EW corrections [21] , along with modifications of both the three-gauge-boson and fermion couplings. Section II reviews the formalism of anomalous couplings in W + W − pair production and lowest order (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO) results are presented in Sections III A and III B.
Section IV contains some conclusions about the impact of our work on fits to anomalous couplings.
II. BASICS
Assuming CP conservation, the most general Lorentz invariant 3−gauge boson couplings can be written as [1, 3] 
where V = γ, Z and g W W γ = e and g W W Z = g cos θ W , θ W being the weak mixing angle.
We use the abbreviations s W ≡ sin θ W and c W ≡ cos θ W . The fields in Eq.(2) are the canonically normalized mass eigenstate fields. In a similar fashion, we define the effective couplings of fermions to gauge fields and assume that the structure of the charged and neutral currents is that of the SM 1 ,
where g Z = e/(c W s W ) ≡ g/c W , Q q is the electric charge of the quarks, and q denotes up-type or down-type quarks. The SM quark couplings are:
where
For the 3−gauge boson couplings we define g
and in the SM δg
Because of gauge invariance we always have δg γ 1 = 0. We assume SU (2) invariance, which relates the coefficients,
where f denotes up-type quarks and f down-type quarks. 
, where s, s , λ, λ label the respective particle helicities, has the high energy limit,
We have retained only the linear contribution from the anomalous couplings here and θ is the angle between the beam axis and the gauge boson direction in the center-of-mass system. At high energies the longitudinal amplitude coming from the non-SM couplings is enhanced and is O(s/M 
leading to a growth at high energies in the transverse amplitude in the presence of nonzero λ Z . The configurations with right-handed quarks with same helicity W bosons, 
As with the the two transverse W case, when one W is transverse and the other longitudinal the interference between SM and anomalous couplings is O(1).
The Lagrangians of Eqs. (2) and (3) can be mapped onto the effective Lagrangian (EFT) of Eq.(1), where we work to dimension-6, assuming that the scale Λ is much larger than the weak scale, and that the couplings C i are perturbative. For simplicity, we work in the Warsaw basis [13] and the dimension-6 operators relevant for our analysis are,
where 
W in the definition of the model input parameters for the gauge couplings, as well as for s W , so that we get back to canonically normalized gauge fields. This gives [27, 28] 
where the tree-level relations are still valid:
Using these shifts and the operators defined in Eq. (9) we find the following mapping,
in agreement with Refs. [9, 29] The operator O Hud can mediate sources of flavor violation in addition to the SM.
To suppress this new source, we work under the assumption of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [30, 31] : all flavor violation is generated via the Yukawa matrices. Under this respectively [32] . Hence, for light initial state quarks we can safely assume δg
Hq , and C Hf are assumed to be flavor diagonal and universal. The amplitude for W + W − production is generically written as,
In a consistent EFT approach, one should keep only the contributions to the cross section proportional to 1/Λ 2 , and so the amplitude-squared is,
Dropping the 1/Λ 4 terms (and beyond) means that the cross section is not guaranteed to be positive and the region of validity of the EFT is hence restricted [33] . We will discuss this in detail in the next section.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Lowest order and NLO electroweak effects
It is well known that both anomalous fermion couplings and non-SM three gauge boson couplings lead to cross sections which grow at high energy, Eq.(6). By fitting to the deviation of the high p T spectrum from the SM prediction, limits are obtained on the size of the anomalous couplings. Both ATLAS and CMS [34] have searched for anomalous triple gauge boson couplings at the 8 TeV LHC. Using the ATLAS bounds on the anomalous triple gauge boson couplings, at leading order we determine a range of the cross section
> 500 GeV) = ∞ 500 GeV dp W + T dσ dp where limits [5] :
The results of these scans are shown in Fig. 1 ; the allowed regions are within the ellipses 3 .
The We consider two representative scenarios, allowed by global fits to anomalous fermion couplings and anomalous 3-gauge-boson couplings [5, 7, 36] both at the same time. The scenarios we consider are:
In addition, δg W L , λ γ , and δκ γ are determined by the relations from Eq. (5), and δg W R is set to zero according to our MFV assumption. In the "3GB" scenario we set the fermionic anomalous couplings to zero (only the three-gauge-boson anomalous couplings are considered), while in the "Ferm" scenario we set the three-gauge-boson anomalous couplings to zero (only the fermionic anomalous couplings are considered). The anomalous couplings of Eq. (17) can be translated to the EFT Wilson coefficients using Eq.(12) for the two scenarios considered. In the "Ferm" scenario we have in general C HW B = C 3W = 0 as 3 The ellipses were determined using the Khachiyan Algorithm as implemented in Ref. [35] . 4 Fits to CMS W + W − data lead to similar conclusions.
well as C HD = 2C ll − 4C
Hl , while for the "3GB" scenario all coefficients are in principle non-zero in our operator basis and have the following relations,
We obtain the following Wilson coefficients in the "3GB" scenario,
Hq
and we obtain the following Wilson coefficients in the "Ferm" scenario,
Assuming that all C i are perturbative (C i < ∼ 1), the lower bound on the EFT scale is Λ > ∼ 2.8 TeV.
In Figs. 2 and 3 , we show the tree-level cross sections for transverse-transverse (TT), transverse-longitudinal (TL+LT or simply LT), and longitudinal-longitudinal (LL) W + W − polarizations, along with the sum over polarizations. We use CT14QED inc PDFs [37] implemented via LHAPDF [38] , and set the renormalization and factorization scales to be M W . For the anomalous coupling scenarios, we present both the amplitudesquared using the amplitudes given in Appendix A, and the EFT result consistently corrections to the SM prediction [21] . Even at p T ∼ 3 TeV, these corrections are small and so are neglected in the rest of this work.
As the previous discussion indicates, for the parameter point "3GB" the EFT approximation begins to fail at a W + transverse momentum of a few 100 GeV. However, where the EFT fails strongly depends the values of the anomalous triple gauge boson couplings.
We consider another scenario:
3GB : δg For the "3GB " amplitude, the LT(RHS) curves are negative and should be truncated at p T ∼ 650 GeV, while the LL (LHS) rates do not go negative.
and "3GB " scenarios at leading order. The LL production rate (LHS) in the "3GB " scenario does not go negative and the EFT approximation is valid. This is to be compared to the "3GB" scenario where the EFT approximation fails at p T ∼ 350 GeV. For the LT case, the "3GB " rate becomes negative at p T ∼ 650 GeV. This extends the validity of the EFT by ∼ 150 GeV above where the "3GB" scenario fails.
B. NLO QCD Effects
The lowest order results can potentially be significantly changed by the inclusion of higher order QCD and EW effects. The EFT contributions parametrized in the Lagrangians of Eqs. (2) and (3) do not affect the structure of the QCD corrections. We can therefore include the NLO QCD effects to O(α s ) by calculating the virtual and real contributions using the SM Lagrangian supplemented by the anomalous coupling terms, using the same structure for the Catani-Seymour dipoles [39] to cancel the infrared divergences The one-loop integrals have been implemented with LoopTools-2.12 [41, 43] and the Born and virtual pieces have been cross-checked against an independent analytical calculation.
Since the SM NLO EW corrections are small (see RHS of Fig. 3 ), we do not anticipate that the O(δg EFT α) corrections 6 will be significant enough to deserve further scrutiny.
The LO results presented in the previous section have emphasized that the consistent EFT expansion up to O(1/Λ 2 ) can give sizable deviations from the SM distributions, especially for the 3GB operators (see Fig. 3 ), and that the EFT expansion truncated at O(1/Λ 2 ) typically fails at moderate p T . The large effects from anomalous couplings result from the terms which are quadratic in the squared-amplitudes. This observation is not significantly altered by the inclusion of the NLO QCD corrections.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the LO and NLO QCD corrected results for the TT, TL+LT, LL, and 5 The open-access version of our code as well as the code giving the EW corrections in the SM and developed in Ref. [21] are included in https://quark.phy.bnl.gov/Digital_Data_Archive/dawson/ ww_17. 6 δg EFT is here generically the deviation of any coupling from its SM value. (17), (19) ,
and (20), truncated at O(1/Λ 2 ). The 3GB LT curve is truncated at p T ∼ 500 GeV, since the LO cross section becomes negative at this point, signaling a breakdown in the EFT
corrections to 3GB are unimportant at high p T . Since the LL configuration dominates the "3GB" scenario at high p T , this conclusion was expected already from the analysis of the LL curves. It should be noted that the effects of the fermion anomalous couplings are largest in the LL polarization. Hence, sensitivity to these couplings would be greatly enhanced by performing an LL polarized analysis.
In Figs. 7 and 8 , we show the comparison of the SM, "3GB" and "Ferm" scenarios at LO and NLO QCD, truncated at O(1/Λ 2 ). We have cut off the curves at the points where the LO rates go negative for each polarization in this approximation, since the EFT is no longer valid. It is immediately apparent that the effects of the anomalous couplings are small in the TT and LT polarizations in this EFT approximation and that the entire effect in Fig. 5 is from the contributions quadratic in the anomalous couplings. In the LL polarization (LHS of Fig. 8 ), we see that as before, the large enhancements seen earlier also arise from terms quadratic in the anomalous couplings, although the small LO effect of the anomalous fermion couplings at high p T does remain at NLO. The RHS of unpolarized results) for the SM and the "3GB" and "Ferm" scenarios defined in
Eqs. (17), (19) , and (20) , truncated at O(1/Λ 2 ). The 3GB curves are truncated at p T ∼ 350 GeV, since the LO LL cross section becomes negative at this point, signaling a breakdown in the EFT O(1/Λ 2 ) approximation.
happens much earlier than would be expected by the global fit analysis using σ cut of Eq.
(15).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the effects of including both anomalous fermion and anomalous gauge boson interactions to the p T spectrum of W + W − pair production. At LO QCD, the inclusion of even small anomalous fermion couplings can significantly affect the fits extracted by ATLAS and CMS. This observation has supported the need for global fits to the spectrum of EFT couplings. When the NLO QCD corrections are included, however, the sensitivity to anomalous fermion couplings in W + W − pair production diminishes;
although, a polarized analysis in the longitudinal-longitudinal mode could enhance sensitivity to these couplings. The effect of the NLO QCD corrections is largest in the channel with one longitudinal and one transverse gauge boson, since the SM rate is suppressed by M 2 W /s in the high energy limit. The NLO EW corrections are small and do not affect the fits to the anomalous couplings. We have also re-iterated the well known observation that the sensitivity to anomalous couplings in W + W − pair production results almost entirely from contributions quadratic in the dimension-6 EFT couplings. This is not altered by the inclusion of NLO QCD corrections.
The decays of the W bosons to fermion pairs are not included in our analysis. It should be noted that when the decays of the W bosons are considered, different W helicities can interfere. It was shown in Ref. [2] that the W helicities can be extracted in hadronic collisions by measuring the azimuthal angle between the plane of the W decay products and the plane of the incoming protons and virtual W 's. This idea has been used recently to develop observables that are sensitive to the interference between the SM and BSM helicity amplitudes in W Z and W γ production [44, 45] . This is the subject of on-going study for the W + W − case.
where ∆s = (s − s )/2, ∆λ = (λ − λ ), J = max(|∆s|, |∆λ|). We can further decompose the amplitudes, separating out the information from the quark couplings, 
